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Does music improve productivity

Music production specialists work behind the scenes and behind music, as recording engineers and live sound engineering, in studio production, sound mixing and other capacities. There are many facets to careers in music production and numerous paths to success, from sound technology to audio technology and
beyond. This step-by-step guide looks at various educational programs and offers useful tips from a professional in the field. Top 10 MUSIC MANUFACTURING SCHOOLS AND PROGRAMS 4-year-old College Rank School Location 1 Houghton College Houghton, NEW YORK 2 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor Ann
Arbor, MI 3 Converse College Spartanburg, SC 4 Nazareth College Rochester, New York 5 Malone University Canton, OH 6 Carson-Newman University Jefferson City, TN 7 Ohio North University Ada, OH 8 Union University Jackson, TN 9 Samford University Birmingham , AL 10 Elmhurst College Elmhurst, IL
advertising AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org an advertising site. Recommended or trusted affiliate programs and all school search, search, or compliance results for schools that compensate us. This compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource directories or other editorially independent information published
on this site. Explore the programs of your interests with high-quality standards and flexibility that you need to take your career to the next level. Check one, two. The world of musical productionMusic is everywhere — in movies and on television, on the radio and on the Internet, and, of course, in clubs, theaters and
concert halls. This is not even counting the muzak in elevators and dentists' offices. Much of this music could never be heard had it not been for a special class of creatively minded, technically skilled professionals. Music production specialists from different disciplines capture, compositely, amplate and ultimately form the
soundtrack of our world. The term musical production covers an extremely wide range of activities: from installing and maintaining complex audio component and systems to working on digital mixing consoles in recording studios or concert venues. Specialties include touring with bands, symphony orchestras and theater
productions, not to mention facilitating live streaming and recorded audio parts of television, radio and internet broadcasts. Job descriptions also include designing and overseeing sound systems for schools, hotels, office buildings, public facilities and a host of other settings. A March 19, 2015 report in the Wall Street
Journal detailed changes in the music industry. The often overlooked army of sound engineers, once called road users, is now regarded as skilled concert technicians. This group of professionals is also demonstrating the growing diversity in the make-up of the workforce. The paper notes a growing number of technical
positions such as DJs and sound mixers at shows, festivals and other live venues. Check three, four. Music and Production Schools and Diploma Programs Fast Paced achievements of achievements only increased the need for professionals who learn in elements of audionapic, aware of the latest digital hardware and
software developments, and are capable of finely tuned aesthetic sensitivity. Targeted programs from music manufacturing schools offer ways to explore the instruments of trade and craft art. There are many to choose from, including programs for certificates, associates and bachelor's degrees, or for those who want to
move to the upper echelons of the field, a master's degree. Music production options include community colleges, technical and vocational schools, four-year universities, and more specialized arts institutes and music schools. There are also a growing number of online features. The curriculum depends on school and
specialization, but generally focuses on three main areas: science and audio recording technology, aesthetic elements of sound technology and business side of the industry. VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS Never mind that even entry-level jobs in music production require considerable technical expertise and familiarity with
the equipment used by audio and concert engineers, vocational schools offer certificate programs designed to prepare students for the start of work in this field. Training can take one year. Often falling under the general rubric of certificates of sound technicians, these programs go into the basics of setting, destroying
and operating sound equipment used at live events held in clubs, theaters and sports arenas, as well as at festivals and fairs. Students also learn to work in studio and broadcast production settings, as well as get acquainted with the basics of sound mixing on the audio console. ART SCHOOLSQuite is a bit of a
technology involved in music production - the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, the organization that represents the Grammys, called that for a vacation. Many art institutes and academies offer diploma programs in the field of record art, designed for students interested in conducting a course of study in



music production and/ or sound design. These could include two-year associate and four-year undergraduate programs that are typically open to those with high school diplomas, or equivalent. Some art institutes also have a master's degree in program. Like most music manufacturing schools, art institutions and
academies tend to focus on both the technical and creative sides of this industry. A degree in music production can include an emphasis on composition, harmony and orchestration, as well as techniques for mixing and editing audio in areas such as film, television and even video games. COMMUNITY COLLEGESMany
community colleges have one-year certificate options for students who want to test the waters in music production. However, community college programs tend to be in on two-year degrees, such as associate in science or associate in applied arts and sciences. This is one way for students who do not want to commit to a
bachelor's degree but would like to keep this option open by completing the necessary general training courses needed to translate into such a program. The college community associate degree program can give students a solid foundation in audio mixing and engineering for both the studio and live sound settings,
while introducing many applications of these techniques to the air and online media. Four-year collegesOn addition to undergraduate programs in music production from art and music schools, many traditional colleges and universities, both large and small, have similar offerings. One major difference, as a rule, is what is
available in terms of courses and activities outside the main learning area. Four-year colleges have general education requirements in addition to music, sound and audio science courses. On the other hand, these colleges also give music production an opportunity for a minor or concentration in a subject that can be
beneficial, such as business, psychology or musicology. MUSIC MANUFACTURING SCHOOLSMusic schools and conservatories that include a course of study in music production - and most of them - have choices such as certificate programs as well as associate and bachelor's degrees. Certificates can have a
multilevel system with options such as general, specialist or master. The main difference is installation and focus: in a music school or conservatory, students approach music in a variety of ways, like studio musicians, composers and music business specialties. This may be a more exciting environment for those who are
already quite confident that music is their only calling. In addition, some music schools offer more options for specializations in music production, although arts academies and institutes, as well as colleges and universities, are starting to do the same. Many music schools also award master's degrees in music production
or more specialized sound engineering areas for students already strewn with a bachelor's degree. The best music manufacturing schools and programs2-year colleges4-year colleges accredited schools online uses its own mixture of cost, quality and support for student services to determine the overall ranking. The
supporting data comes from reputable sources, including the schools themselves. We focus our rankings on accredited and nonprofit institutions. Our data analysis team and higher education experts have worked together to create a scoring system that includes key qualitative and quantitative measures. The data
attributes are then weighed based on relevance. Evaluation methodology includes factors such as: financial assistance Number of programs and programs offering student-teacher ratio Graduation rate Placement and support services offered academic/career advisory services Employment services And many other
These factors are collected each school and are estimated at a peer-to-peer cost Calculation. PBV compares the cost of the program with the cost of other programs with the same (or similar) qualitative valuation and cost. PBV denotes the total value or bangs for your college tank or degree program. Music students have
a number of options to consider when choosing a program. Whether their interests lie in comtaming, conducting or performing, they should choose a school that not only offers learning to their preferred career paths, but it will help them develop into a genre they specialize in, whether classical, soundtrack or electronic
music. Taking into account factors such as the number of programs, cost and student-teacher ratios, we have identified the best music programs online and on campus in the country to help students begin to narrow their choices. Subsequent schools have risen to the top of the pack as the best in music production
programs. Find the list and start searching below. Houghton College, having earned a bachelor of science degree in music industry from Houghton College, not only will students develop a broad knowledge base of the music industry's principles, but they will also make numerous connections with individuals currently
working in the music industry who may be useful contacts for further employment. This program takes a hands-on approach involving applied learning methods that ensure students will have multiple semesters of training before applying for positions after graduation. Students enrolled at Houghton College can benefit
from any student services they believe can be useful for their college experiences, including tuition and academic counseling. University of Michigan- Ann Arbor Because starting a career in the music industry is not only about knowledge and skill, but also about building strong connections with experienced individuals,
it's very helpful for students interested in the field to earn a bachelor of science degree in sound technology from the University of Michigan's Ann Arbor campus. In addition to this program, UMICH offers nearly 260 other degrees and certificates for students to pursue, giving unspecified students a great variety of options
to explore. Students can actively participate in their academic community by participating in student government, joining student organizations and participating in campus activities. Converse College Getting a career in the music industry is an achievable goal when filling out the music business and technology certificate
offered at Converse College. In addition to learning how to properly operate equipment that is usually found in a recording studio, students pursuing this certificate will also learn how to produce their own concerts, ensembles and work on a campus radio station. Students attending Converse College will be able to stay fit
and active by participating in one of the many inner-city and club sports offered. At each semester, a variety of student clubs and organizations are also accepted at the that allows students to get acquainted with their peers better. Nazareth College offers a bachelor's degree in music business that can lead students to
career audio engineers, concert promoters or artist managers. As Nazareth College seeks to make this program as possible, it includes several hours of applied audio mixing (both live and studio), private music lessons and a number of internship opportunities. Several Nazareth programs also allow students to include
online courses in their degree program, helping to open their schedule to other external commitments. If a student is worried about paying for their courses and texting materials, they may be able to get financial aid coverage. Malone University Major in music with a focus on music production at Malone University,
students will study the complex ins and outs of the music industry. In addition to artist management courses and business operations, students will also gain experience studying the proper functions of audio equipment, whether live or in a studio. Students interested in finishing their Malone degree with a faster course
can take a heavier burden on the course, as well as include winter and summer classes. If a student needs more flexibility in their schedule, evening or weekend classes can also be a useful opportunity for Carson-Newman University Location Jefferson City, TN Ohio North University Union University's Samford
University Elmhurst College University of Cincinnati-Main Campus University of Rhode Island Top 10 MUSIC MANUFACTURING SCHOOLS AND PROGRAMS 2-YEAR COLLEGE RANK SCHOOL LOCATION 1 Mesa Community College Mesa, , TX 3 Kansas City Kansas Community College Kansas City, KS 4 Santa
Fe Community College Santa Fe, NM 5 Western Iowa Tech Community College Sioux City, IA 6 Lee College Baytown, TX 7 Paradise Valley Community College Phoenix, AZ 8 Scottsdale Community College Scottsdale, AZ 9 Guilford Technical Community College Jamestown, NC 10 Glendale Community Glendale, AZ
Advertising AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org Featured or Trusted Affiliate Programs and All School Search Results , search or match for schools that compensate us. This compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource directories or other editorially independent information published on this site. Explore the
programs of your interests with high-quality standards and flexibility that you need to take your career to the next level. Music Production Quick FactsThe labor market for speech and sound techniques should grow by 9% in the time frame of 2012-2022. The growth comes from updates to audio and video infrastructure
and customer capabilities ranging from corporations and radio stations and TV stations. Educational institutions wash equipment with features such as interactive whiteboards and video equipment for multimedia The Wall Street Journal describes strong job opportunities for music production technologies in live music
venues, more than in the traditional recording industry. Must Have a List for Music Production Schools,When choosing a music production program, important considerations include institutional quality standards, field work opportunities and access to actual gear used in the field. Educational programmusic production is
an applied training. While backgrounds in music theory, aesthetic sounds and other more theoretically based disciplines can be useful, it's critical to be familiar with trade tools - such as hardware and software commonly found in studios, live locations or media broadcasts. Accreditation Not a central organization accredits
music production programs. Schools must be accredited at the institutional level by regional or national organisations recognised by institutions such as the Education Department. FacultyLook is a knowledgeable faculty with academic credentials and a teaching backgraund, as well as experience in applying music
production science outside academia. Internships/Job trainingSooning a certificate or degree has become more important, but there is no substitute for the practice of art and science of music production in the real world. Internships and fieldwork are also a good way to find out which area or specialization best suits your
interests and skill set. Recording studiosThe language of musical production is grounded in understanding how music is recorded, mixed and mastered for final approval. Ask schools about their facilities to make sure you'll be intimately familiar with the nuts and bolts of the recording studio by the time you finish your
studies. Digital and MIDI AssetsStudents need training and practical time with the hardware and software that underpins sound engineering in computer recording, including Pro Tools and Logic, as well as Avid audio interfaces. Also important is MIDI, or the music instrument's digital interface, which is the industry
standard for connecting analog instruments to digital hardware recording. As music converges with video, it doesn't hurt to look for training in Final Cut Pro software for video editing, production and rendering. Microphones may seem too obvious to mention, but music production, engineering and recording begin with
microphones. A set of high-end, multifunctional T-shirts is often the standard by which professional studios are judged. It is also the focus of the school's choice of music production, especially for professional programs and community colleges. The science of audio recording was developed in research universities,
laboratories, technology and communications companies. This knowledge has been refined, often through trial and error, by manufacturers and engineers who put new technologies to work. Real experience is still a major component in the study about musical production. It is true that digital digital allows you to record
and mix in a virtual space, but actual musicians and instruments, with pens and wires that go along with them, are very much part of the musical production on a daily basis. Check five, six. Musical production Degrees and certificatesSo, what exactly does it take to get a diploma or certificate in music production? This
can and is very different from program to program. But here's a baseline of what to expect at different levels of study in music production, from annual certificates to full bachelor's degrees and master's programs that can follow. Advertising AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org is an advertising site. Recommended or trusted
affiliate programs and all school search, search, or compliance results for schools that compensate us. This compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource directories or other editorially independent information published on this site. Check out music production certificate online programs the certificate of
musical production is not subject to any academic standards and is essentially proof of approval from the institution. Certificates can be used as stepping stones in building a professional resume and as a means to stay relevant in this area through continued education. Certificates come in different types of shapes and
sizes. For example, a general certificate from a community college or vocational school would likely indicate that the owner spent a certain number of hours in the classroom and in the studio studying the basics of music production. Music schools and arts institutes often offer a range of certificates in special areas that
can include a particular platform, like Pro Tools or Logic Pro, or a certain professional ability like live sound or movie/video audio equipment. Specializations can range from recording orchestras to guitars to electronic music production. Examples of courses in certificate programs are as follows: MUSIC PRODUCTION
ANALYSISWrite elements of a successful audio recording, including how recording sessions are designed and supervised by music production professional.PRO TOOLSInducing to the pro tools digital recording and mixing platform and some of its applications and functionality. LIVE SOUNDHow to set up, mix and break
up the equipment needed in different places. Study the problems that these places may pose. MUSIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATE DEGREESA's typical associate degree in music production - usually associated in science - entails 45 to 60 credit hours of regular work that many students can complete in about two years.
An associate degree is considered a basic qualification for many jobs in music production, such as working on radio, television or in an institutional setting where a full-time audio specialist is needed. Some programs may have different concentration choices, but most associate degree programs are aimed at providing
implementation to various environments and capacities in which audio equipment and music production specialists work. Although elective courses may be opened for students with special interests, the main goal is to provide the knowledge and skills necessary in any number of areas of music production. DIGITAL
AUDIO WORKSTATIONSProfessional support and methods used to record, edit, process and mix elements of a full audio recording. AUDIOTRONICSHow to properly configure, use and maintain standard digital software and software. Working with electronics can include wiring, soldering and manual testing of audio
equipment. POSTPRODUCTIon recording and refitting of dialogue, effects and other sound decorations on the final mix of the audio project. MUSIC PRODUCTION Bachelor's degrees Despite the fact that some colleges and universities offer bachelor of arts or bachelor of fine arts degrees in the field, bachelor of
science degrees are much more common. BS degrees are designed to teach full-time at least 120 credit hours of regular work. Music production is a major or primary focus, in a study that also includes general educational requirements in areas such as the humanities, behavioral sciences and physical sciences. The
baccalaureate program also offers students the opportunity to choose a minor, or create a secondary focus in discipline that can be useful in professional life. However, the main courses are in the field of music production and engineering, as well as musical history and other related disciplines. MIDI SYSTEMSUsing the
technology of the digital interface of musical instruments in conjunction with Pro Tools and software to record logic for creating and mixing audio tracks. Multilingual recording methodsOptic practices for setting up live recording sessions, turning on the equipment for re-recording and signal processing, and placing the
microphone. BUSINESS OF MUSIC PRODUCTION The device of a private recording studio, marketing skills, branding and other considerations on the commercial side of the business. MUSIC PRODUCTION GRADUATE DEGREESMaster of Science degrees related to music production tend to take the form of top-
level music technology credentials, and there are Master of Fine Arts (MFA) programs available in sound design and engineering. These programs may require two years of additional training outside of a bachelor's degree, many of which are devoted to projects such as a master's thesis. An MS or MFA degree in music
technology and/or sound design can be a prerequisite for academic work in the field or advanced professional roles, although it is not usually necessary to work in the field of music production. DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSING deep study of the science of digital recording and processing. SIGNAL THEORYView of the
mathematics of signal processing and algorithmic audio in music applications. MUSIC AND VIDEOAdverted use of music in video production and video Technologies. No doctoral candidates are devoted to music production, but PhDs are available in areas related to music technology. These programs are rare, and they
tend to focus on the most advanced theories and signal processing practices in digital media, movie ordering and multimedia production, as well as interactive audio system technologies. Music Production Toolbox/ChecklistDiverse career pathways in music production can accommodate more than one personality type
and skill set, but there are some basic strengths and foundational knowledge that students should strive for cultivation. Computer Literacy: Music production is an almost entirely digital field, especially when it comes to audio files, recording, playback or almost every other stage of the game. Students should strive to at
least be well versed in Pro Tools and Logic Pro, as well as comfortably navigating the online domain as a whole. Communicative skills: Working in a musical production can include describing the influence and effects of various sound techniques, or interpreting a client's artistic vision. Visual, written and visual
communication skills are important elements in the professional toolkiate. Audio: Sophisticated audio equipment ranges from recording and playback devices to PA systems. Students need a technical knowledge body that allows them to work confidently and competently on whether they install, maintain or know such
equipment. Telecommunications: The convergence of digital media has brought all areas of communication closer. Music production has always played a big role in radio and television, as well as expanding its presence in online media. Graduates should be at home in these circumstances and have a working
knowledge of how these media work at a fundamental level. Business Acumen: Many music professionals prefer everything to work in an entrepreneurial context, either full-time or in addition to full-time work. These experts understand not only the inner workings of the entertainment, music and sports business, but also
the necessary skills to do business, whether it's a home recording studio or a live engineering operation. Video software: Increasingly, audio and video production takes place in one place, the software for these individual features is designed to work in tandem, and audio projects have a video component. It may be
absolutely necessary to know ins and exits from the video production process, and to have some opportunities to work with video creation and editing software assets such as Final Cut Pro. Internships: The Must-Have List above has already highlighted the vital role these capabilities play, but worth repeating. The School
of Music Production should offer the opportunity to work as an intern by studying the art and craft of audio equipment in this field. Certificates: There are no license requirements in the field of music production and sound equipment. However, professional organizations offer different certifications, for example, the Society
of Broadcasting Engineers and InfoComm International have the authority for broadcasting and sound engineering techniques. The Faculty of Music Manufacturing Schools can advise graduates on certification issues that may be useful in their field of interest. Music production professionals can work on a team tasked
with installing and running sound equipment at a festival concert or handling maintenance and day operations of the public address system (PA) in the sports arena. Or an audio specialist can work mostly alone by performing the involved terms of reference for mixing multi-pitched digital audio files for customers, some of
whom may have unstable artistic temperaments. Solid learning in the basics can serve in these works and others. Specialization of musical production and sound designSpeciasis is often part of moving forward in a career of musical production. This can mean working in a particular field of sound engineering, like-1
multi-track mixing or live studio recording. Or it could entail moving into a particular sector of the field, like concert business, sports broadcasting or video production. Here are some other areas of emphasis:ProductionWorking's video games in the video game industry are probably a childhood dream for many people,
and there are plenty of different sound and music associated with a career you can pursue. Audio workers, such as sound engineers, develop, record and process every sound in the game – music, dialogue and all the small unique sound effects that bring the game to life. Electronic Music Production Meanwhile, with a
lot of music still being created in the old-fashioned way - by real living people playing instruments and singing - digital technology has evolved to the point where entire tracks can be conceived, created, mixed and mastered in a virtual workspace. This technology and its many applications are gaining interest as a field of
specialization. Audio Mastering The last step in a musical production is called mastering, and it was perceived as a mysterious hidden realm. It involves a comprehensive knowledge of sound mixing and editing processes, as well as a finely tuned ear, because it relies on creating the final cut of a soundtrack that is ready
for duplication and mass distribution. Interview with music producer ProfessionalJeff Wagoner graduated from Full Sail University with a research fellow in 2004 and now works as a staff technical director at the Academy of Fine Arts in Lynchburg, PA. This regional performing arts and education center has a wide range
of programming: from opera company in residence, to rock, pop and folk concert series, to public and family-oriented events. I am responsible for running and maintaining all sound and lighting equipment, as well as for building kits for various events and concerts, as well as for managing the production group. We do
everything from corporate functions and public productions to Grammy-winning artists such as Marty Marty and Lisa Marie Presley, and even comedians like Paula Poundstone. I also lead the opera on James's productions, which means I'm there to make sure all the equipment is functioning the way it should be for their
production staff. I'm a full-time employee, but it's not necessarily 9-5 every Monday through Friday. It depends on what is scheduled this week. It may be that you take a couple of working days but work all weekend. It requires a lot of working holidays, weekends and nights. You have to be flexible, but it's also nice that it's
not the same routine day in and day out because there are no typical days. In some cases it can come down to downloading into the show in the morning, working the show that night and then disrupting it when everything goes down. It's a normal routine if you work in a place that has events every night, or with an artist
who performs all the time. I have a big staging here about once a month. If it's a theater group, then they tend to be for a week or longer. So you can start your week on Sunday or Monday morning and it could end next Sunday night. And then you get down the week every once in a while when you get to recover and
clean up. So. I do freelance work on occasion when time allows. Over the years I have purchased a lot of my own sound equipment, so I can do independent work for local bands and bars and restaurants, or small music festivals and wine festivals area when I have time. I got into the technical side of music even before
high school and then really got into it doing school theater. Then I enrolled in a four-year program at Marshall and for a degree in theater. But I don't really take on the program. I wasn't as studious as I probably should have been. It didn't work. So, I moved away, took up work in a theme park and got more into a concert
production. I learned that this is really what I wanted to do, and that's what brought me to full sail. They did a very good job of giving us a broad review of the musical production. We did studio production and recording, but we also covered video production, live sound for sporting events and concerts, and lighting for
different things. It was a great introduction to a simple range of options and it put you in position to get an internship doing almost anything in the field. So it was a good way to figure out what kind of work you wanted to do and then go out and get the experience actually working in that area. They are all different. You can
do a lot of the same things and work with the same equipment, but it's with different people. So it really comes down to it with me. Whether it's a musician, a band, a comedian or something alien, like a troupe of Chinese acrobats, there are various problems that make it interesting. The piece of paper you get with the
degree of the program is great, but you have to be ready to go and find a job. If you just think it's going to be cool and easy, then you're to the surprise. Still, there's definitely a creative side to it. But, there are also managerial responsibilities, and then there are plenty of technical know-how. Devolution these days
becomes quite fancy, so you need to know how to work with it. After-school music production: What is a certificate or degree from a school of music production can open the door for many professions in different settings, making it difficult to neatly encapsulate a typical trajectory. If you prefer a mobile lifestyle on the
road, traveling from venue to venue with a performer or band, then a live sound engineer is a viable choice. For the stability of day job, which includes the creativity of a music career, consider positions for studio engineers or sound system professionals at colleges, universities, large companies and institutions that rely
on sophisticated audio broadcasts. Other options include broadcast media domains, multimedia online publishing, sports broadcasting, video game production and webcasting. Finally, there is an entrepreneurial route that can mean designing and installing advanced components or recording audio for commercial
purposes. Engineering sessions are also possible - for musicians, film or advertising projects - or even commercial behind the frames. Whatever the career decision, these industries are technologically driven and always changing, so music-making schools offer a way to stay up to date with recent developments. Career
mean annual wages Mean hourly wages. Growth Fail. BusyMinium EducationBroadcast and Sound Technicians $58,670 $28,219%121,400Postsecondary Non-DegreeAudio and Video Equipment Technicians $46,040 $22,1314%60,200Postsecondary non-degreeBroadcast and Sound Engineers: work, work set up,
control, customize and hand over audio equipment for broadcasts, live streams, recordings, and many other tosses. Troubleshoot problems and fix problems with complex electronic hardware. Convert audio and visual files from one format to another. Audio and video equipment: Work with computer audio or visual files,
including compression, digitization, duplication and storage. Perform repairs on the equipment. Design equipment layout, and move equipment around. Feed monitor for sound and visual. Tips from professionalq music production: What advice would you give to someone who is looking at applying to a school of musical
production? A: In tech school you want to see what some of their graduates do. You want to find out where they are and what they're doing. Many schools will remember their high-profile alumni, but not everyone is going to go out there and win a Grammy or a Tony Award. And maybe you don't get a job in the biggest
cities. Which is good. If there are graduates who work in the field, on platforms or on tour, then this is a good sign. So you want to past huge success stories, and figuring out what it's actually like work in this area. Q: What about advice for those seriously considering a career in music production? A: This is the same
advice I give anyone who is going into anything. If you think you know what you want to do in the field, then that's where you should focus. But, if you're not sure, then you need to find a way to continue your education while you get there and do it. So, if you're interested in doing sound equipment, find a local band or
local performer and volunteer to do a couple of bar-concerts for them. If you're fine with a rewracting cable at two in the morning with a bunch of drunk people around you, then get a degree in live sound equipment. Or find someone willing to give you an internship. Music production schools are expensive because the
people they are there know what they are doing and the transfer they have is top notch. So you're going to get an education. But, it's really important before you take this step to make sure that's really what you want to do.
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